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INTRODUCTION
Commercial real estate is one of the oldest industries in the United 
States, yet it’s also one of the last to embrace innovation and adapt 
to new advances in technology. But in recent years, change has 
been snowballing, driven largely by market and investor demands. 
Adapting to this change is what keeps firms relevant, valuable,  
and ahead of the competition, and the ability to anticipate,  
recognize, acknowledge, and adapt to changes in the market is key 
to success in the commercial real estate industry. And so, what was 
once a luxury has now transitioned almost fully into being a  
necessity, as leveraging CRE tech becomes increasingly critical  
to meeting investor expectations, scaling the firm, and driving  
bottom line results.

Technology is integrating every aspect of our lives, and as it 
develops, digital innovation will continue to transform the way  
that commercial real estate professionals engage, communicate,  
and otherwise conduct every aspect of their business. 
 
 
 

USE THIS EBOOK TO LEARN ABOUT:
	 				The	benefits	of	leveraging	commercial	real	estate	technology
	 				Tech	strategies	for	best-in-class	firms
	 				How	technology	can	impact	both	back-office	processes	and	investor	relations	
	 				How	to	build	a	business	case	for	CRE	technology	implementation

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at AIMinfo@realpage.com

     The big picture of commercial real estate: more 
change than any time since the Industrial Revolution. 

DELOITTE

“
“



CHAPTER 1 
THE NEED FOR TECHNOLOGY IN CRE
Commercial real estate has historically been a slow adopter of new technology,  
lagging behind other sectors when it comes to progress and innovation. However, 
the pace of innovation is accelerating, and new technologies are disrupting the  
industry, fueled by demand from forward-thinking CRE professionals. A relatively 
new buzzword has surfaced to describe real estate technology: PropTech (short  
for “property technology”). Influencer and thought leader James Dearsley describes 
the term as “one small part of a wider digital transformation in the property industry, 
which considers both the technology and mental change of the real estate industry”. 
JLL sums it up as “all technology-based solutions that aim to transform every part  
of the value chain in the commercial real estate industry”. 

Advances in technology are disrupting the commercial real estate market, and the 
impact is being felt industry-wide. Further, this level if innovation advancement is  
accelerating, providing CRE firms with the ability to transform their businesses. 
However, not all firms are prepared for this digital transformation or even willing 
to embrace and adapt (Deloitte research suggests that 9 out of 10 firms fall into 
this bucket). But according to a recent study, there is a gap forming between those 
commercial real estate firms that embrace technology and those slower to innovate. 
Failure to invest in the right software solutions can put a damper on firm productivity, 
effective asset management, and informed decision-making. According to a KPMG 
survey, 92% of CRE firms think digital / technological innovation change will impact 
their business. And yet, a survey from National Real Estate Investor found that CRE 
tech represents only about 10% of the budget for most firms, though this number  
is expected to increase by over 5% in the next two years alone.

     Technology is disrupting commercial real estate,  
in a good way, and it cannot be ignored. 

JLL

“
“
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     The digital revolution is well underway in real  
estate as new technologies offer up new challenges 
and opportunities on an ever-changing basis. 

JLL

“ “

Further, as the industry changes, so do investor expectations. Investors are  
increasingly less likely to work with firms that are not investing in their tech stack, 
looking for sponsors who have upgraded their operation, similar to other investment 
industries. The best way to consistently provide a winning investor experience  
in the midst of this change is to provide real-time, on-demand, on-the-go  
availability and transparency that provides investors with convenience, control,  
and insights about their investments. 

Commercial real estate technology also provides benefits on the back-end,  
providing the data, transparency, and efficiencies that the 21st-century CRE  
professional has come to expect. Technology enables the firm to expedite response 
time to rising opportunities and adapt to these changes at scale. But to see  
bottom-line results and increased efficiencies, everyone has to be on board, ready  
to learn new processes, and committed to embracing change. New technology  
is only successful if employees are incorporating it into their workflows and using 
it effectively.

of CRE professionals feel the need  
to leverage PropTech in order to adapt  

to the changing global environment89% 
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CHAPTER 2 
SIGNS YOUR FIRM NEEDS CRE 
TECHNOLOGY

A key challenge in the commercial real estate industry is the gap between CRE  
technology acceptance and adoption. While 86% of professionals see tech  
innovation as an opportunity, only 1/3 have a digital strategy in place. The industry  
is certainly making progress with regards to new technology implementation,  
but it still has a long journey ahead to be on par with many other global industries.

Diffusion of innovation is a theory that can be used to help explain this discrepancy. 
This theory strives to explain how, why, and at what rate new ideas, innovations, and 
technologies are communicated and adopted by participants in a social ecosystem. 
In the case of commercial real estate, a large proportion of industry professionals fall 
into the “late majority” or even “laggards” categories, where the firm or individual 
adopts innovation after the average participant, approaches the innovation with 
some skepticism, and displays an aversion to change.

     There are some amazing opportunities for the  
sector, but also real challenges. While most firms  
recognize the impact of technology and case  
for change, half of industry professionals give  
themselves a ‘fail’ when it comes to ‘technological  
innovation maturity’. This means it really is time  
for the sector to act. 

KPMG

“

“
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13.5% 
Early  

Adopters

34% 
Early  

Majority

34% 
Late  

Majority

2.5% 
Innovators

16% 
Laggards

But how can you determine which of these segments you and / or your firm fall into? 

Read ahead for 8 signs your commercial real estate firm needs CRE technology, how 
tech solutions can address key challenges, and digital strategies leveraged by best-
in-class firms.

     1) You feel overwhelmed trying to manage investor relations
     According to Forrester, we are 7 years into the Age of the Customer, a theory  
     that says consumers (including investors) in buying or investing situations are  
     more empowered now than ever before. They are more informed and have  
     elevated expectations for levels of service and every engagement they have  
     with a company, including their commercial real estate firm. A Salesforce study  
     found that 50% of consumers will switch firms if a company cannot anticipate  
     their needs, so this concept is not one to simply be ignored. The Age of the  
     Customer mandates a different way of looking at your relationship with investors,  
     and success depends on how quickly you can adapt. Now that investors have  
     more information and more options, sponsors have to work harder to build  
     trusting and meaningful relationships, as well as to insert personalization  
     into all interactions.
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     The real estate industry is on an accelerating  
disruption curve that will challenge industry leaders 
to look differently at the ways they do business and 
interact with their investors. 

DELOITTE

“ “

     So what do your clients want? Investors have come to expect an exceptional,       
     personalized experience with their sponsor. They are demanding more  
     customized services, more transparency, and a better relationship with their CRE  
     firm. Do you feel confident that you can meet or even exceed those expectations?  
     Or do you feel overwhelmed at even the thought?
 
     CRE technology enables new strategies and channels for building and  
     developing relationships and engaging and communicating with investors.  
     For example, 2/3 of investors take level of transparency into consideration  
     when deciding whether or not to make an investment. Enable your clients  
     to easily view info such as distribution history, positions and performance of their  
     investments, and investment documents. Or provide a personalized statement  
     at scale with custom layouts, colors, images, investment details, and more.  
     Every investor receives a tailored investor experience while you enhance your  
     firm’s professional look and reduce the amount of time it takes to create custom  
     property and investment updates. With capabilities such as these, you can  
     customize each engagement or touch point and continuously work towards  
     building meaningful, ongoing, enduring relationships.

     2) You don’t have an efficient way to communicate with investors
     Over 70% of CRE firms still use one or more manual methods to manage  
     their customer relationships. But the era of fax machines and snail mail is over.                
     These manual methods hinder productivity and slow down firm efficiency,  
     and the information is often scattered across multiple people and locations.
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     In today’s culture of instant gratification, investors expect speed, convenience,  
     and the ability to access information outside of traditional business hours, from  
     any where and any device. They want more information and insights, and they  
     want it more frequently than quarterly or monthly. Real-time, on-demand,  
     on-the-go access to investments gives investors the data, insights, and control  
     that they need.
 
     On the sponsor side, a CRM provides a 360-degree view of your investors, even  
     those who are still just prospects, offering insights about and a record of investor  
     preferences, communication history, activity, and level of engagement – all in a  
     single, central location. This technology simplifies, centralizes, and scales  
     investor management and communication and enables the sponsor to efficiently  
     manage relationships with and expectations of investors and other stakeholders.  
     And a commercial real estate industry-specific CRM is going to be tailored for the  
     needs, challenges, complexities, and priorities of the real estate industry. 
 
     Another important technology for investor communication is email marketing  
     functionality. Email is a key marketing tool and a crucial aspect of building,  
     maintaining, and enhancing relationships with investors. But the time spent  
     regularly sending 1:1 emails, especially as your firm expands, quickly adds up.  
     Bulk email capabilities enable the sponsor to quickly personalize and send  
     thousands of communications at scale, as well as streamlines inviting prospects  
     to invest in new opportunities.

     3) Raising capital takes longer than you would like
     Manually reviewing your notes on prospective investors and trying to identify who  
     to reach out to can be time-consuming, and the back-and-forth emailing and  
     phone calls can take even longer. Innovative software platforms are now enabling  
     a seamless end-to-end process for raising capital online and managing investors,  
     permitting CRE firms to meet the growing needs of clients. A CRE technology  
     such as RealPage AIM can help you to pinpoint the investors who are the best fit       
     for a particular project, based on a variety of criteria including preferred  
     investment size, region, and asset type. Email those target investors with an  
     invitation to invest, and the investment wizard will guide them seamlessly through       
     the process. This workflow empowers the investors while providing back-office  
     efficiencies. Further, the sponsor can track investor progress as they receive,  
     review, and sign deal documents, enabling you to keep equity raises on track  
     and timely.
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     4) You are spending a lot of time on manual or redundant processes
     80% of commercial real estate firms are using disconnected systems and      
     manual methods to manage their investors and their assets, which can take      
     time and resources away from more value-add activities and are, frankly, often  
     outdated. These inefficiencies can also contribute to firms losing 20-30%  
     in revenue every year. Examples of these tasks include answering phone calls,  
     sending 1:1 emails, updating contact and bank information, and responding  
     to individual questions. Further, when you email or mail documents back-and-
     forth, it can be difficult to ensure both parties are reviewing the same paperwork. 
     You may also think that you have solved the problem of manual or tedious  
     processes by investing in some platforms, such as for accounting, but if your tech 
     stack is not properly integrated, you may be introducing a new host of problems.
 
     A CRE technology will enable you to reduce administrative tasks  
     by empowering investors to easily access their project documents and financials  
     and update this information themselves. Further, it serves to both free up your  
     time and provide investors with the transparency they have come to expect.  
     And because it is tailored to the commercial real estate market, it can automate  
     industry-specific workflows and integrate a variety of related technologies,  
     becoming a single source of truth for information.

     5) Client data is chaotic
     According to an Altus Group report, “The sheer volume of data being created,  
     as well as a lack of data structure, makes it difficult for even forward-looking  
     companies to take raw, crude data and refine it into something useful.” They go  
     on to reveal that 4 out of 5 commercial real estate firms indicate that data silos  
     cause inefficiencies in the business. Having information that is dispersed  
     throughout the company or owned entirely by a single individual hinders  
     accuracy, can be time-consuming to track down, and can be difficult to keep  
     updated. Further, only 48% of CRE professionals currently use a CRM to stay  
     organized, but those with CRM software in place indicate that they can find  
     investor information up to 76% faster.
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     Technology, such as investor management software, provides a single source  
     of truth for information and houses everything from accounting and property data  
     to investor data and distribution history to documents. All that information is  
     in a centralized location, right at your fingertips, enabling sponsors to easily locate  
     contact information and investing preferences, track engagement, surface  
     communication records, view investment activity, and even receive alerts when  
     it’s time to reach out again.

     6) There are inconsistencies or inaccuracies in your calculations
     Spreadsheets have long been used to calculate waterfall distributions; they offer       
     flexibility and familiarity, and they will always give you a result. But that in no way  
     ensures accuracy. In fact, 9 out of 10 spreadsheets today are guaranteed  
     to contain at least one error, if not more. Running complex waterfalls in Excel  
     spreadsheets takes time, introduces risk, and pulls resources away from higher  
     value work. Calculating distributions can be a very manual process, and the  
     inefficiencies are likely to increase as your firm grows. Plus, these can be some  
     costly mistakes! 
 
     Using technology to automate formulas, calculations, and inefficient workflows  
     eliminates most common risks, ensures accuracy and compliance, streamlines  
     and accelerates processes, and enables scalability. In fact, you will be able  
     to process distributions in minutes!

     7) Your investors want to know more about their investments
     More than 50% of CRE clients want to use data and analytics to shape their  
     decision-making, so it’s important to give them the insights they need to make  
     data-driven decisions about their portfolio. Technology-driven investor  
     dashboards and investor statements enable your clients to view current  
     investment positions and performance with selectable metrics, as well as provides  
     them with easy access to distribution history. These insights provide a clear  
     understanding of performance trends in the portfolio and opportunities  
     for improvement in the future.
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     Data is absolutely critical and essential to this  
industry going forward … Without the ability to make 
strategic use of data, the CRE industry is at risk  
of trailing behind at a time when investors are  
increasingly demanding timely, data-driven decision 
making and reporting transparency. 

ALTUS GROUP

“ “

     8) You are concerned about your ability to scale the firm
     The success of your commercial real estate firm isn’t just about your ability  
     to grow, where you increase revenue at the same rate that you add resources.  
     Rather, it’s more closely tied to your ability to scale, where you increase revenue  
     at a faster rate than you add resources and without negatively impacting the rest  
     of the bottom-line. But scaling the business isn’t an easy thing to do; it requires  
     establishing processes and infrastructure that promote efficiency and  
     effectiveness and enable consistent revenue growth. The best way to do this  
     is to implement a technology solution that enables you to automate slow, manual,  
     or otherwise inefficient processes. You can scale specific aspects or tasks and  
     already start to drive exponential increases to your bottom-line. Scaling your CRE  
     firm can provide you with a competitive advantage in the marketplace, help you  
     better adapt to changes in the industry, and of course drive revenue.
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CHAPTER 3 
BUILDING THE BUSINESS CASE  
FOR CRE TECH
New technologies and solutions have entered the CRE market to alleviate common 
business challenges, but actually deploying the technology is not always that easy. 
New technology often requires a fresh way of thinking, leaving “overcoming the  
status quo” as one of the most common hurdles. After all, it’s easier to do nothing 
than to do something that may introduce risk and / or upset existing processes.  
Thus, it’s critical to create a strong business case, which emphasizes the  
transformative impact of the new technology, the urgency to act, and the cost  
of not taking action.

What is a business case?
A business case is, in short, a justification for undertaking a proposed initiative.  
The purpose of the business case is to document the need for a particular project  
or, in this case, technology in order to persuade the organization to take action.  
It typically outlines a plan, frameworks a process, and highlights the potential impact 
on and savings gained for the company.

What is included in a business case?
Follow the steps below to create an effective business case for implementing  
commercial real estate technology at your firm.

Step 1: Outline the Problem
       Compile a list of top pain points and challenges
       Outline the impact of current inefficiencies (i.e. lost productivity, missed  
 opportunities, decreases in revenue, etc)
 

Step 2: Determine How the New Technology Would Be Integrated
       Evaluate current processes and highlight gaps, roadblocks, and missteps
       Identify and pull benchmark metrics
       Map out how new technology fits in and which people and processes  
 are impacted or involved
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Step 3: Choose a Solution
       Evaluate potential solutions that can address your firm’s challenges
       Select the best-fit vendor based on their ability to solve problems, offer  
 efficiencies, and advance business objectives
       Calculate the potential value of the solution
 

Step 4: Get Buy-In from Key Stakeholders
       Identify key stakeholders and internal champions
       Share objectives, considerations, quantitative and qualitative benefits,  
 savings opportunities, and ROI of new technology and how it will address  
 internal pain points
       Understand the decision-making structure and other competing priorities
       Framework and align on short-term and long-term goals
 

Step 5: Establish the Plan
       Lay out the timeline
       Define required resources
       Secure implementation and onboarding timeframe from vendor
       Identify milestones and owners for each
       Determine the procurement strategy and governance
 

Step 6: Communicate with Primary Users
       Share why you are implementing new CRE technology (i.e. what motivated  
 or prompted this initiative)
       Outline the values and benefits you expect to see
       Provide a timeline for implementation
 

Step 7: Instill Urgency
       Calculate the “cost-to-delay”
       Outline the strategic benefits CRE tech can offer (i.e. competitive advantage  
 gained by implementing sooner) 
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CONCLUSION 
Commercial real estate software isn’t just another tool – it becomes an integral part 
of strategic business objectives. CRE tech such as RealPage AIM can save time and 
resources, drive value, and improve the investor experience. 
 
As GlobeSt says, 

     “ The commercial real estate industry will not only benefit  
     from technological efficiency, it needs it. In the next few decades,  
     we will see rapid global population growth, urbanization, and  
     an increase in institutional capital investment. To manage these  
     growing demands and supply market needs, real estate owners  
     and investors will need to create efficiency through technology. ”
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NEXT STEPS
RealPage AIM provides institutional investors and  
managers an integrated platform that propels data  
alignment throughout the investment ecosystem to drive 
the best possible risk-adjusted returns for the private and 
public capital markets. AIM provides a 360° view across 
the investment lifecycle, allowing general and limited  
partners to manage investments, model and monitor  
asset performance, assess risk, and easily identify  
opportunities to maximize returns.

There is only one platform that:
• Allows you to aggregate, interpret and integrate data 

across all asset classes in any format
• Enables alignment across your entire real estate and 

alternative investment ecosystem
• Delivers all the information you need, in a timely 

manner, to empower you to discover true insights

To learn more about how commercial real estate firms 
have used RealPage AIM to save time and resources, 
drive value, and improve the investor experience click 
here. 

If you are ready to take the next step, schedule a free 
demo today!



facebook.com/RealPageAIM

twitter.com/RealPageAIM

linkedin.com/company/realpage-aim


